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Spacecraft designed to accomplish the requirements for long
term orbital applications missions planned for the late 1980's and
1990's in which large amounts of electrical energy are generated
and utilized will introduce major thermal control and thermal
management problems that will challenge current technology capa-
bilities.
In the past thermal management was not an overriding factor
in spacecraft design and in general the dissipation of waste heat
and the control of spacecraft and instrument temperatures was con-
sidered to be a local temperature control problem. This was a
reasonable approach when only small amounts of heat were required
to be dissipated and which could easily be accommodated with
passive techniques.
With future spacecraft power requirements expected to be in
the order of i00 to 250 kilowatts and orbital lifetimes in the
order of five to ten years, new approaches and concepts will be
required that can efficiently and cost effectively provide the
required heat rejection and temperature control capabilities.
In October 1979, OAST initiated the planning to develop the
commensurate technologies necessary for the thermal management of
a high power space platform representative of future requirements.
The plan to be developed was to achieve technology readiness by
1987. Representatives of Goddard Space Flight Center, Marshall
Space Flight Center, Johnson Space Center, Lewis Research Center,
and Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories actively partici-
pated in the development of the plan. The approach taken in
developing the program was to view the thermal requirements of the
spacecraft as a spacecraft system rather than each as an isolated
thermal problem. The program resulting from these efforts are
described in the attached charts.
The program plan proposes 45 technology tasks required to
achieve technology readiness. Of this total, 24 tasks were sub-
sequently identified as being pacing technology tasks and were
recommended for initiation in FY 1980 and FY 1981. The balance of
the tasks were proposed for initiation in FY 1982 and FY 1983.
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Initiation of the program is currently underway with funding
of $600,000 to be provided in FY 1980. This is short of the
$860,000 recommended for FY 1980, however, this does enable all
the proposed tasks to be initiated. It is planned that future
year funding will adhere to the recommendations of the plan.
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TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENTSANDISSUES
o IMPROVEDTHERMALACQUISITIONANDTRANSPORTTECHNIQUES
- HIGHHEATFLUXCOOLINGOF POWERGENERATIONSYSTEMS(SUCHASCONCENTRATORS)
O HIGH DENSITY COI_DPI.ATE
O EQUIPMENT INTEGRAL HEAT PIPE
0 COOLING HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
- HEATRANSPORTACROSSJOINTS
0 FLUID OR HEAT PIPE GIMBALS
0 HEAT PIPE/FLUID INTERFACE HEAT EXCHANGER
O THERMALUMBILICAL
- MULTIPLESYSTEMACQUISITIONHEATPIPE
- THERMALENERGYSTORAGEMATERIALS/TECHNIQUES
o ADVANCEDHEATREJECTIONCQNCEPTS
- LIGHTWEIGHT(ESP,GEOSYNC,)
- MINIMUMLAUNCHVOLUME
- DEPLOYABLE/CONSTRUCTABLERADI TORS
- MODULARFORGROWTH
- HEATPIPEADVANCESOVERPUMPEDFLUIDRADIATORS
- ACCOMMODATESPACEASSEMBLY/REPAIR/REPLACEMENT
- MINIMIZEDEPLOYEDAREA/HEATPUMP
- WIDEHEATLOADRANGECAPABILITY
- LOWDOLLARS/KWOFHEATREJECTION
TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENTSAND_SSUES
o LONGLIFETHERMALSYSTEMS
- MINIMUMCOMPLEXITY
- TRANSPORTSYSTEMFLUIDCOMPATIBILITYANDHIGH/LOWTEMP.MATERIALS
- MICROMETEOROIDCOUNTERMEASURES- INTEGRALSPACECRAFTRADIATORS
- COMPATIBILITYWITHSPACEPLASMAENVIRONMENTANDNATURALRADIATION
- MAINTAINABILITYVS LONG-LIFETRADEOFFS
o THE_ALSYSTEMS
- SYSTEMINTEGRATIONWITHPOWER_GENERA.T!ON,DISTRIBUTION,A DSTORAGE
- AUTOMATICCONTROL_ MICROPROCESSOR
- SUBSYSTEMINTERFACE/INTERACTION
- COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEMSIMULATIONA DDEMONSTRATIONTESTS
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THERMALUTILITYSYSTEMFORHIGHPOWERSPACEPLATFORMS
OBJECTIVES
o DEVELOPTHECOMMENSURATETECHNOLOGIESN CESSARYFORTHERMALMANAGEMENT,THERMAL
ACQUISITIONANDTRANSPORT,ANDHEATREJECTIONFORLARGEPOWER(_>IO01(W)9PACE
PLATFORMSYSTEMS
o PROVIDEA 1987TECHNOLOGYREADINESSFORA PLATFORMTHERMALUTILITYSYSTEM,INTEGRAL
TOSPACEPLATFORMANDINSENSITIVETOMULTIDISCIPLINARYUSERLOADS
o REDUCECOMPONENTANDSUBSYSTEMLIFE'CYCLECOSTSANDPROVIDEECONOMICALBASISFORAN
EFFICIENTPOWER-THERMALSYSTEM
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THERMAL UTiLiTy SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group Top (#i) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1981
Thermal Management
i. Conduct system analysis Of thermal management system LeRC 60 75 -
requirements for a large capacity, high voltage utility
service.
5. Analyze centralized thermal utility potential for thermal GSFC 25 - -
control of multi-discipline instruments with varying
requirements.
6. Scope the platform thermal distortion interactions with GSFC 25 LSST -
instrument and subsystem stability requirements.
9. Investigate the redundancy and fail safe approaches to MSFC - 20 50
achieve reliability in thermal systems integration.
i0. Develop efficient centralized thermal transport and JSC 75 i00 150
temperature control scheme, i.e.,collection and
rejection, over wide band of heat loads.
12. Improve science/application instrumentation temperature GSFC 75 90 125
control schemes.
13. Investigate the impact on system thermal design factors AFWAL 50 50
imposed by military high reliability-survivability
requirements, e.g.,laser hardening, deployable-
retractable radiators, etc.
24. Study integration schemes for waste heat utilization LeRC - 40
prior to radiator rejection.
46. Study the conflicting relationship of incorporating an MSFC - 20 50
"up-front" thermal management system design with the
expected step-wise growth of orbital power systems.
Thermal Acquisition & Transport
18. Develop and test physical heat transport system inter- MSFC 125 150 300
faces for thermal umbilical, fluid/heat pipe disconnects JSC
gimbal Joints, flex joints, contact heat exchanger,
etc. components.
19. Identify thermal interface concepts for instruments/ GSFC 60 80
support structures integration into centralized thermal MSFC
transport system.
20. Explore new heat pipe designs to permit high heat JSC i00 150 175
transport that minimizes impact on heat transfer
efficiency.
16. Study contamination, surface charging and degradation GSFC 50 80 i00
effects on thermal control surfaces. MSFC
29. Develop high thermal conductivity materials for thermal LeRC LSST LSST LSST
joint interfaces.
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWEI_ SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group Top (#i) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center F¥ 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982
Thermal Acquisition & Transport (Continued)
32. Analyze and define thermal buss concepts. JSC 50 90 160
53. Explore application of heat pipes and solid thermal LeRC 60 i00 -
conductors integral to instrumentation and power GSFC
equipment. MSFC
Heat Rejection
37. Demonstrate heat rejection limits to extend length JSC 50 100 175
heat pipe concepts. MSFC
38. Survey and select competing heat pipe design concepts GSPC 50 I00 i00
for breadboard development, e.g.)osmetic, etc.
39. Conduct parametric scaling optimisation analyses for JSC 25 - -
high power heat pipe rejection concepts.
40. Demonstrate the heat pipe radiator interface perform- JSC - 50 i00
anoe with thermal transport schemes.
Life Cycle Costs
42. Analyze the "long-life" requirement in thermal MSFC 20 20 75
components and subsystems against replacement, modular JSC
assembly and maintainability tradeoffs. LeRC
GSFC
44. Prioritize low-cost driver technologies in thermal JSC i0 30 50
control. GSFC
LeRC
MSFC
Total 860 i 1345 1610
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group High (#2) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985
Thermal Mana@ement
2. Define a representative thermal load LeRC 50 25
utility profile for a broad range of user
and operational requirements.
4. Define the interaction of the spacecraft GSFC 40 60 90 40
charge environment with thermal control LeRC
contamination. AFWAL
ii. Investigate induced contamination environ- GSFC 50 50 50 50
ment effects on power-thermal surfaces.
51. Investigate the timing extent of proto- _SFC 100 i00 75 75
type and large ground test verification JSC
at the system and subsystem level.
47. Conduct modeling and analysis of thermal LeRC 80 i00 100 200
system performance and operating charac- JSC
terization.
Thermal Acquisition and Transport
15. Investigate thermal system sensitivity GSFC 50 75 i00 -
parameters to instrument and subsystem JSC
changeouts.
48. Investigate thermal system interfaces GSFC 100 i00 i00 -
(e.g. cold plates) with highly concentra- MSFC
ted thermal loads from high watt density AFWAL
devices and HVpower modules.
17. Investigate alternative fluids utiliza- LeRC i00 150 i00 50
tion and identify tradeoff options. GSFC
22. Study the thermal control tradeoffs of LeRC 50
inductive power transfer versus HVDC.
23. Investigate large scale thermal storage LeRC 150 100 i00 50
devices for heat load leveling and large MSFC
thermal transients. AFWAL
27. Explore polymeric and flexible heat pipe LeRC I00 - i00 -
utilization in thermal connectors.
30. Evaluate system capabilities of a repre- LeRC 300 400 300 200
sentative thermal transport concept JSC
employing fluid loops, heat pipes and
controlled heat conduction umbilical.
Heat Rejection
33. Explore centralized and decentralized JSC 80 80 80 -
systems of heat rejection, e.g., heat pipe AFWAL
radiators integral to spacecraft hull and
deployable/retractable radiators.
49. Define the potential and application of GSFC 100 100 i00 I00
advanced heat pipes, e.g. osmotic, ion- LeRC
drag, etc.
Total, SK XX 1350 1340 1295 765
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
Working Group Deferred Start (#3) Priority Assessment
TASK # TECHNOLOGY ISSUE Center FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986
Thermal Management
3. Study the integration of thermal control MSFC 150 100 200 200
electronics, e.g. sensors and micro- LeRC
processors with power processing GSFC
electronics.
8. Do life support system requirements JSC 50 50 -
impose unique thermal management
constraints?
14. Develop thermal radiation environment JSC 180 300 300 100
and thermal analyzer analytical tools
for design and verification of large
power-thermal systems.
Thermal Acquisition and Transport
26. Explore techniques for structure heat LaHC 150 100 50 50
path utilization, e.g. controlled heat GSFC
leaks to outer spacecraft hull. MSFC
Heat Re_ection
34. Analyze thermal radiation environments JSC 75 100 i00
in novel radiator placement locations.
35. Study heat rejection integration with JSC 100 i00 -
higher efficiency regenerative fuel LeRC
cell-electrolysis energy storage systems.
36. Analyze special purpose power reserves MSFC 125 100 75
where exotic battery concepts, e.g. Na JSC
and Li, may introduce significant LeRC
thermal control gradients compared to
NiH 2 approaches.
41. Study GaAs concentrator or other high MSFC 200 200 100 100
temperature array concepts (e.g. thermal
voltaic and spectrophotovoltaio
convertors) require different approaches
in heat dissipation.
TOTAL, $K XX 1080 1050 825 450
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THERMALMANAGEMENT
80 I 81 82 83 84 85 86
UTILITYSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS,I I
TRADESTUDIES ICONCEPTS&
FEASIBILITYSTUDIES I I
t
COMPONENTTECHNOLOGY I I
SUBSYSTEMTESTS Ii I
I
SYSTEMTEST.VERIFICATIONI I r------
I
THERMALMANAGEMENT
(MILESTONESCHEDULES)
, 81 , 12 83 B4 I 15 I 86
I.DE_TIFY DEF0 SYS, PEFFORMANC
LARGE _LATFORr PROTO INSTR _ND OPEFATING
REQU.I_EMENTS CONTROLS CHARACTfRISTICS
THERMALMANAGEMENT
IDNTIFZ_EY Z_, Z_INSTRU- CONCEP SYSTEMS
COST MENT DESIGN OF TESTS
DRIVERS _EQUIRE" UTILIT
MENTS SYS,
THERMA_BUSS
CONCEPT HEAT PI E THERMALBUS
FEASIS1 LITY CONCEPT _ _ST$
ACQUISITION& TRANSPORT z_l, V VTE;_S _"/Z_ /x " ' i
HEAT IPE BR! _DBOARD HEAT_ OAD
VS PU! PED THEF_AL BUS_ LEVELING
FLUID TI_J)EOFF TECHN[QUES
IGH HEA NO__L
RANSPOR CONSTFJCTABLE RADI_ fOR
.RADIATOR__ :SIGN R'DIA _ :LT TESII RLAC' 'ENT
I,_ _7 _NALYSIS
I _EAT-PIP_ APPLICA I01
I _EJECTIO_I
I /LIMITS/
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THERMAL UTILITY SYSTEM FOR HIGH POWER SPACE PLATFORMS
RESOURCE 1987 TECHNOLOGY READINESS SCHEDULE, $K (FY '805}
I TASK_, FY '79 FY _80 74 _81 PY _82 PY *83 PY _84 FY _85 FY '86 TOTALS
THERMAL MANAGEMENT 4297
Priority |1 ii 47 290 445 550
Priority #2 5 320 335 315 365
Priority #3 3 380 450 500 300
THERMAL ACQUISITION 5030
& TRANSPORT
Priority |I 7 75 445 650 735
Priority #2 7 850 825 800 300
Priority #3 1 150 100 50 50
HEAT REJECTION 2815
Priority |1 4 125 250 375
Priority #2 2 180 180 180 i00
Priority #3 4 550 500 275 I00
TOTAL 122 860 1345 '3010 2420 2345 1590 450 12_42
THERMALMANAGEMENT
(MAJOR.CENTEREFFORTS)
JS_...CC LERC GSF.___.C.C MSF._.C.C
o DEVELOPTHEPJ'IAL o THERMALSYSTEM o COOLINGANDCONTROL• THERMALCONTROL
TRANSPORTANDTEM- REQUIREMENTSFOR OFMULTI-DISCIPLINESURFACES
PERATURECONTROL LARGEPLATFORMS INSTRUMENTS
• THERMALSYSTEMS
SCHEMES • THERMALCONTROL • THERMALINTERFACE INTEGRATION
o THERMALBUSS TRADEOFFS CONCEPTSFOR
= ITRANSPORTSYSTEM
• HEATREJECTIONCON- o WASTEHEAT INSTRUMENTS INTERFACES
CEPTSANALYSIS UTILIZATION , HEAT'PIPED SIGN
= RADIATORSCONCEpTSje HIGHTHERMALCON- CONCEPTS
DEPLOYABLE,CON- DUCTIVITYMATERIALS
STRUCTABLE
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FY1980THERMALMANAGEMENTPROGRAM
JSC: 300K
o HEATPIPEFEASIBILITYDEMONSTRATION
o BEGINRADIATORSYSTEMDESIGN
o IDENTIFICATIONOFTHERMALBUSSREQUIREMENTS& CONCEPTDEFINITION
o IDENTIFICATIONOF INTERFACER QUIREMENTS
MSFC:60K
o THERMALCONTROLCOATINGS
LERC:120K
o CONTINUEVOUGHTSTUDY(UNMANNEDMODULEPROBLEMS,INTEGRATIONPROBLEMSWITH
THERMALBUSSCONCEPT)
o PRELIMINARYEFFORTSFORMEASUREMENTOFHIGHPERFORMANCESOLIDTHERMALCONDUCTORS
GSFC:120K
o IDENTIFYINSTRUMENTTHERMALCONTROLREQUIREMENTS& INSTRUMENTTECHNOLOGIES
o SELECTIONFHEATTRANSFERDEVICESFORBREADBOARDDEVELOPMENT
THERMALMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
BENEFITS
o IMPROVEBASISFORSCALE-UPTOVERYLARGEPOWERSYSTEMS
o PROVIDECOMMENSURATEDATABASEINTHERMALUTILITYDESIGNOPTIONSFORLARGECAPACITY,
HIGHVOLTAGEPOWERGENERATIONA DSTORAGECAPABILITIES
o REDUCEDRISKBY EXPANDINGEXPERIENCE/DATABASEINLONG-LIFEANDHIGHTEMPERATURE
COMPONENTSANDMINIMIZINGSYST_DESIGNCOMPLEXITY
o REDUCEDDEVELOPMENTCOSTSTHROUGHMODULARITY,SYSTEMSLEVELDESIGNAPPROACH,INTEGRA-
TIONWITHOTHERSUBSYSTEMS,REDUCEDWEIGHTANDVOLUME
o IMPROVED.UTILIZATIONOFORBITERANDSHUTTLECAPABILITIES
o EXTENDEDLIFETIMETHROUGHMAINTAINABILITY/REPLACEABILITY,MATERIALSCOMPATIBILITY,AND
REDUCEDADVERSENVIRONMENTALINTERACTIONS
o REDUCEDOPERATIONALANDPAYLOADINTEGRATIONCOSTSWITHCENTRALIZEDPOWER-THERMALSYSTEM
o REDUCEDCOSTSFORALLUSERSTHROUGHINSTRUMENTTHERMALDESIGNIMPROVEMENTSAND
CENTRALIZEDTHERMAlUTILITY
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